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Letter or Email Response: 
I am writing with great concerns over your plans to develop various sites within Loughton. 1 :Jessel green and Rockford 
green - these are essential green areas which were designed in the original plan to give green open spaces for residents 
use and children to play on, I object to these spaces being lost forever to new housing especially flats like the ones on 
the Sir Winston Churchill site, however much need, as they will be lost forever. 2: station car parks and traps hill car 
park, once again I am appalled at the proposals for these sites, the idea of multi-storey car parks and flats is an 
absolutely hideous thought once again the rural look of the area is being irroded and once completed will be like an 
inner city area instead of the nice open aspect that it has now. 3: Luctons field, although is not kept as it should be, it 
is an open country space for people to walk there children and dogs for walks, it has a spectacular view across to 
Canary Walk and other parts of London. If this is developed there will be again another green open space lost forever. 
In conclusion although I know it is necessary to build and provide more housing, we cannot do this at the expense of 
losing the green spaces we have, high rise dwellings are a blot on the landscape are not the answer in rural areas like 
Loughton, we need to preserve the character and history of this area not make it into urban areas like the inner city, it 
is and should always have a rural architecture. > I do hope these plans do not go ahead in there present format. Yours 
faithfully … Redacted …    
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